Welcome to NACUA

As legal issues that affect higher education grow in complexity, you can rely on NACUA to keep ahead of the rapidly changing practice environment and to connect you with the expertise of member attorney peers.

This is your Fast Guide to the top-valued benefits
Your Benefits of Membership

**NACUANET**

*nacua.org/nacuanet*

This members-only networking platform is one of the most valued membership resources. NACUANET is a place to connect with your colleagues and get immediate advice from your peers.

**Affinity Groups**

*nacua.org/affinity*

Self-organized and self-governing groups within NACUA that meet based on commonality of regional, institutional, or other interests. Groups organize informal gatherings to discuss issues pertaining to their particular interests.

**NACUA Mentors Program**

*nacua.org/mentors*

One-on-one professional development program connecting member attorneys to mentors offering guidance and support in higher education law.

**NACUA Legal Resource Library**

*nacua.org/resource-library*

Comprehensive and timely information on college and university legal issues. Includes thousands of documents, samples, and various resources that members can search on the website.

**Compliance Alliance**

[www.higheredcompliance.org](http://www.higheredcompliance.org)

Comprised of 30 partner associations, the alliance provides a centralized repository of resources on compliance with federal laws and regulations, including a comprehensive compliance matrix.
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**Journal of College and University Law (JCUL)**
The only national law review devoted exclusively to higher education law. Sent to members via email several times a year.

**NACUANOTES**
*nacua.org/resource-library*
Concise and practical summaries of important developments in higher education law.

**New Case Highlights in Higher Education**
NACUA summarizes current higher education cases and developments and provides the full text of selected cases to members.

**Networking**
NACUA offers ways to connect with peers through live and virtual meetings, a members-only networking platform, small group conference calls, affinity groups, and—at the heart of NACUA—volunteering.

**Small Group Dinners**
During live educational programs NACUA invites members to connect for informal networking.

**Education and Professional Development**
*nacua.org/program-events*
NACUA offers many professional development opportunities. Live and virtual meetings are offered each year, including the Annual Conference, Spring and Fall CLE Workshops, as well as Webinars, and Online Courses. Registration entitles members to access the presentations in the online archives. All educational programs are submitted for continuing legal education credit.

*NACUA is a place where we are treated like we belong. It is where we find colleagues who like their work and want to help us serve our institutions. NACUA equips us with the legal tools we need to do our jobs.*

L. Lee Tyner
General Counsel
University of Mississippi
NACUA Board Chair
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